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"Gaussian" haze, and why is there such a thing in my imagery? I'm an amateur astronomer
and I have a five year old telescope. The previous owner of the telescope left the telescope

sitting unused and dusty for a few years. Now my first time using it, I've noticed that the
seven inch telescope lens has some "haze" in all images. The image appears very foggy to
me, but not as bad as images I've seen of the moon when I look at it through a telescope.

What is this haze, and how do I get rid of it? I've tried opening the telescope up in the
morning and taking out all the dirt but that hasn't helped. A: If it's the atmosphere, it's

called "weather." You didn't say that you're in the middle of nowhere, so chances are that
this is just water vapor in the air. Since you're in the middle of summer, chances are high

that the air is saturated with the stuff. If it's condensed cloud droplets, it's called "fog." For
a very basic explanation of this, see here: Just leave the scope alone for now until you can

get it cleaned. Q: PHP - query to column I have this query: $query = "SELECT * FROM
tbl_articles WHERE tbl_articles.article_id = ".$_GET["aid"]; Now I have an array with id's

that I want to do a for loop on to be able to echo out what the array is. However I can't put
the tbl_articles.article_id into a column. What
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